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Abstract The probability distribution is found in
the one-particle approximation for a phase space of
the dynamic variables describing the charged particle
motion in a cyclic accelerator. Proposed is the gen-
eral recipe for calculating the parameters responsible
for the probability distribution, and their azimuthal
dependences for the accelerator of an arbitrary
design.
We proceed from linearized stochastic equations for the
functions Xe<O) having the following mathematical struc-
ture
N
dXe/d.e -r= Aem (~Xm(f»)+6e (e)j>e, (e) (1)
m=J ,
where Xt stands for electron dynamic variables, which de-
scribe radial, vertical and longitudinal oscillations of
the particles in the cyclic accelerator, e is the gener-
alized azimuthal angle. The first summand in formula (1)
determines regular forces affecting the charged particle,
and the second - irregular perturbations of the motion,
which are simulated by a set of statistically independent
arbitrary steady processes with a uniform white-noise
spectrum {~m(e)} , m = 1, ••• ,N, <~m(e)~e(6)-b(e-e)8me. 1
<~lfl (9)>= O. Here and further on the brackets(. >denote
averaging over possible arbitrary perturbations of the
motion. The matrix Aem(~ and noise amplitudes 6e(~are
periodically dependent on () ,Aem(eJ==.flel1l(9r1$))oe(9)=6 (6+:tfi)
Let us analyse the matrix M(9) of the equations
xe(e)=tn Mem (e)Xm (0) ,which may be presented in the
following form in compliance with the general theory of
linear systems with periodical coefficients1 : \1(8) =
=?,(O)exp(-I\e) , where the Floquet-Lyapunov matrix 'l (9)
[567]/89
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has the property ~ (0) = 1, Z «(J) = ~ (e + m), and the
matrix A= const is related to the monodromy matrix
M:M{.27J::;expElJij\). The matrix A (9) has two properties.
First, there is the representation2 A (6) = p(8) +c r (6),
where c is a small parameter. In this case, the eigen-
values of the matrix 1\ satisfy the ratio AS::.'As(E.)=;}fs+cVs+
+0(£) at c-° with real ft(s and RQ.'Vs)o. Secondly, A an as
a function of 9 is piecewise constant. Therefore, the Flo~·
quet-Lyapunov matrix as well as the monodromy matrix may
be calculated, in principle, for such a system.
Let us determine the equilibrium at e.-..c::>e probabili ty
distribution density D(X) in the phase space of electrons
in the accelerator. This density should be calculated
asymptotically exactly at c'~ 0 in terms of the Floquet-
Lyapunov matrix and the monodromy matrix corresponding to
a nonrandom system. Due to the linearity of Eqs. (1) and
the Gaussian nature of the processes {~n (e)} , the process
{Xe(e)} , which is determined by (1), is also of the Gauss-
ian type. All different particular distributions of the
Gaussian process are norma13• Hence we directly obtain
D(X)::: ((2.JiY'25etGem (e,e)r1%•
.eXP t(i/2.)L (Xe.-<Xe(e»)G~m(e,e)(Xm-<Xm(e»)}) (2)
e,I11
where Gem (e,a'}:: «Xe(B)-{Xe (e)~()(In(el)-<Xln (6») is the
correlation matrix of the process {xe.( OJ} • Using the
Floquet-Lyapunov representation for the solution of Eq.(1)
we may get the following1
9 -1\((}-7:) -j. !1.. -4 -;\(e--r):+)Gem (8,B)= ~at1 (e)e. Z (z-)6 ('2:').2 (1:') e 1 (e ,(3)
o
where + denotes the transposition. We should point out
that GtJ11 satisfies the self-consistent equation
Gem (B, 8)= (A (6) G(e 6)+ Gle,6)A+(f»]e III+cs2.(e) be 111 (4)
Besides, due to the independence of X.n(O)from the processes
t ~e. (G)} , we have
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<xe(e)=[ Mem (e))(111 (0) • (5)
m
In view of the assumed dependence of the characteris-
tic indices of the set (1) ~~(£) on t, , we have M (8)~ 0
at e~O'Oand consequently <X"e(a»~ O. From Eq.(3) we
get Gel11(OI9)=Gem(f~)+o(e){p(-2OI11!t1 Re~s)) ,where
Gem=!dT [1 (f))eATij(9-L)6'te~z)ilt(e~t)ed·~t- (e)] em (6)
o
The definition of the matrices Z(e) and periodicity of
6(&) lead to the periodicity of the matrix G(6) as a
function of e with a period of 2J7. Then, on the basis
of (2), we may regard that at e~c>oit is the following
"2J7-period steady-state" probability distribution density
that is asymptotically exact and independent of the initial
conditions of motion
D(X):= [(lJil25et Gem (e)r~ ex P{-(l/Z)2- G~m Xe Xm] (7)
e,m
For the final solution of the problem we should calculate
the asymptotics of the matrix G(e) at e----- O. The matrices
~ (e- ~), /\ in the integrand of formula (6), due to the
general property of the analytical dependence of the sol-
utions for (1) on the parameter, depend on C : .l (&) =
=10 (9)+0(£) ,1\ = iJ\o+EI\:i +0 (c) atf.- O. And, on the
basis of our assumption about the /\ properties, the
matrix Ao has real eigenvalues, and the real part of the
eigenvalues of the matrix Ai is positive. Then, in view
of the periodicity of the matrix function I (f) - t) in r ,
each matrix element of the integrand in (6) is a near-
periodical function of 7: at E~ 0 with a set of fre-
quencies G.) = {n.; m:t}fs; }t)111= • .,,- J} tl, i). " J S-= ~ J • • • JV1 and,
consequently, the integral in (6) diverges at £'-'0. How-
ever, atuv ~ 0 all the terms of the Fourier series expan-
sion of the integrand in the frequencies give the finite
result. Therefore, the principal term of the matrixG(e)
asymptotics is determined by the zero Fourier component
relative to the variable ~ of the integrand in (6) atc-:
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(8)
(10)
= O. Using the spectral representation of the operator
e-Atwe obtain that the sought-for covariance matrix in
Geln of the distribution density (7) has the following
form
G(e):=. (1 It:) loCB) Ott: (e) + 0 (1) ,
where
Q-=t (1 /2. Re'Y~)V(J;) I' (1:) V(5)+
$=1
and VW=V~\O) are the projectors determining the spec-
tral expansion of the matrix 1\0
lJT -i 2- .-1+
R(T) =(i/1.1J) ) dt t.e> (T) 6 (1')10 (r).
()
In this case we have used the assumption about incommen-
surability of fts with 1, which physically means that the
remoteness of fls from resonances is by an order of magni-
tude lower than C • Otherwis'e, the approximate formula (8)
for the covariance matrix would be invalid. Formulas (8)-
(10) give the solution of the problem in terms of the
Floquet-Lyapunov matrix ~ (r) and the characteristic ma-
trix 1\. The only nontrivial operation in the procedure
of &(6) calculations is the calculation of the spectrum
for the monodromy matrix \"1 (21i) = Mo at E = O. But in real
problems of particle dynamics in the accelerator, N=2, 4,
6 at ~ = 0 the characteristic polynomial of the matrix
contains only even powers. That is why this problem can
be solved exactly. From formula (6) it follows that the
functions Gen1 (919), which determine the density D(x), have
the property of additivity. This means that it is suffi-
cient to find the matrices G~~(OJ}) , 5 = 1, ••• , N,
corresponding to each component 6s(9) separately, provided
that the rest of the components are equal to zero, and
then Gce,B)=L G(~)(9,6) •
Let us co~sider the case, when the above mentioned
program is accomplished especially easily. For N=2 the
equation for radial oscillations of the electron has the
form4
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(11)
This equation can readily be solved for each element of
periodicity, and the finding of spectra reduces to solving
quadratic equations. Therefore, all the stages of matrix
G(6) calculations may be trivially realized. Here we de-
rive the general formula for the elements of the matrix
bem(B),2,J11= 1,2, G12=G21 , for any design of the acceler-
ator4• It is known1 that any solution of Eq.(11) may be
represented as a linear combination of complex solutions:
'~e ~X(8) =I(6)Q! and X ,where k(&) and ~ are the am-
plitude and Floquet index, respectively. In view of ambi-
guity of the amplitude l (9) choice, it is convenient to
consider it to satisfy the following condition of the nor-
malization 2: 2iA Il(O)J~(~i.¥-i 1*):::2i • So, the elements
Gem(e1 f1) may be expressed in terms of the solutions X. (0)
and XX(6). We can directly verify by substitution to Eq.
(6), that (} &em (gl f}) in this case are writt en as
61l=-\dr e-r(e-1:)V'YoJr) , GJ.2.-y.>lG~:l.+-o61l
o_~ I. -J I + J..G,V. -:: f> GlX2.~ o6 J:t 061/ . 1<
where ~(e)::::ll(Q)I.t) £((9)=(denf.1/d()fj-r)/:L, V(o,?:)==)mX(fJ)X (1:)
(_' -=.6tdre.r(&-L:)1J1J', G~l<5'~d?:~(O-L)VL\ 1A{eJ~):::ReX(9)('1:)
~1~ j 0
CalculatingO the asymptotics first at e~ oc='and then atr~ °
we obtain &1{:::'6(V~(frl-Q))o/r I G'u= <5 ( U).(&/t--tJ))o!'" ,
G~1.:.6(U(()/t-g) v(~'2'-e»o' where the equalities are treated to
an accuracy up to the 0(1) terms at r~ 0, and the zero
Fourier component is calculated in the variable • For
example, let us calculate (~2) • Since the function»(~?:-~
is a quasiperiodical one with the sets of frequencies ~=
~±A+n , n is an integer. The sets w;' and (..i)~ are differ-
ent if ~ is neither integer, nor half-integer, and this
is what we are going to assume
If 2,- _ '!~(1f2,)0:=: ei In (-1 /1') ~d1: 1) (G,1:-8) =2....,. \Cn.\
rr~e:,,<::) Yl. J-o -+
where the Fourier coefficients C~ are determined as
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i IThe same procedures for the elements G22 and G12 show that
G22 = G11 and G12 = 0(1). From this we get the sought-for
formulas for the elements Gem (f}J 9)
':%. '1' J (,\)±.'t ~C/1..=e,m (I / cr) (dL e t7. 15' ((9, L- ()l) Jrr~OC' )
and taking into c~nsideration the lineari t·ies of operation
JJn(-), their determination reduces to the calculation of
the Fourier coefficients ~n of the function ~ (l). Hence,
..... -for the frequencies Wn.. and Wh., we obtain
C~-(1/.'li)X(e)$neXPt iw~e)) C~ (i/2) X'lG)£neX P(-itSn9)
Then we have (1S~)o:::::j3(6)~ I~t7.I/.2.and, consequently,
G/l= (6/2 f) fi>(e)~(7)
G/,2.=d' Gt/ , G,21=- ( (l>-~ d'i) bll (13)
We should point out that these formulas are not valid,
if Ais integer or half-integer. In the latter case, the
quantities (»2)0 , etc., are not expressed only through
the function ~ (9), but also require informa~ion on the
phase X(G) of the Floquet amplitude,l(Oj=%,:zi", S<-=-;\,.~J
By following the procedures as above for the derivation
of formulas (12), (13), we may obtain the following
GII~6fi(e)[JI119(e/'t)Jl/r, &~l=~fl(e)rRe 9U))7:)]'/r
&:2.- 6'J?> (6)J/11 ~(G, 'l) Re ~ (6)1:)/ r
~(&,'r) -=: 1(z-) ex p i (Ae+~ ~ (el)
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